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Abstract 

The process of the sound notation of sinographs arose in China to address problems in 

pronunciations. Attention to this process is almost as old as the use of the sinographs, and thus 

has marked historical relevance. Throughout this extended period of time, there was no strong 

appropriate method to convey the pronunciation of sinographs to the learners of the language, 

despite several attempts. With the design of different methods of sinograph sound notation, that 

is, direct notation, the fan-qie method, the national sound notation alphabet, and the scheme of 

the Chinese phonemic alphabet, the analysis of the Chinese word syllable has progressed 

developmentally, with an increasingly delicate view of segmentation of the Chinese syllable. The 

latter three methods, which divided the Chinese word syllable in two, three, and even four parts 

respectively, have been designed under influences of foreign linguistic methods, and for which, 

the communications between China, and India and European countries have offered an impetus 

for the progress in Chinese syllabic analysis. This paper thus addresses the development of these 

models for articulating the phonology of the Chinese word or syllable, by presenting the above 

models, and by describing their application and appropriacy to the field of Chinese linguistics 

through an ethnography of language and text. 
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Introduction 

The logographs in the Chinese standard writing system are frequently referred to as sinographs 

or sinograph characters or writing. Each sinograph character most frequently corresponds to 

one individual word. The individual character is monosyllabic in most cases, and more so in 

archaic forms of Chinese. The school education system throughout China, and particularly in 

major cities such as Beijing and Shanghai, expects students, from a young age, to correlate the 

sinographs with words already acquired prior to entering the school system. As such, the 

pronunciation of the word correlates exactly with the sound of the sinograph. These students 

learn to utter the sinograph by imitating the pronunciation of the teacher, inculcate the sound 

and therefore learn this through an inculcatory system of learning. Similarly, the student conveys 

the phonetic properties of the sinograph by repeatedly uttering the pronunciation of the 

corresponding word. This type of relationship between the sinographs and words in the Chinese 

language gives no impetus to further the phonemic subdivision of the word syllable. Yet, the 

word is a natural unit perceived by Chinese language speakers, and any further analysis below 

the lexical level, such as at the level of the phoneme, is frequently solely the task of the 

professional linguist.1 

Occasionally, and hence in specific circumstances, words arise that are composed of two 

syllables, or that have more than two syllables, but this is not a common occurrence. However, 

in these instances, the words become rendered as two sinographs or as more than two 

sinographs (respectively); for example, the word Kedou (tadpole) which is written as 蝌蚪 . 

However, Chinese literature firmly acknowledges the correspondence between one syllable and 

one sinograph, a pairing which is firmly embedded within the genre, and hence within the 

mindsets of speakers of the standard (and other) Chinese variety. As a consequence, analysis 

beyond the syllable rarely occurred in traditional scholarship and hence in the traditional school 

of Chinese thought. As a result, knowledge of phonemic impressions below the level of the lexical 

syllable is blurred at best.  

Throughout this paper, I attempt to describe and to hence investigate the use of phonemic 

analysis of the Chinese standard language at and below the lexical level. Central to the scope of 

this paper is the use of the phonetics of the Chinese language. I investigate both speech and 

writing, as a dialogue that has existed throughout the literary history of the region, and hence for 

several millennia. This is even more pronounced, or just as pronounced at the present time, with 

the proliferation and intensified use of online technologies and other written modes, where the 

invention of new lexes is common, expected, and accelerating. Here, I query what occurs below 

the level of the word in terms of phonetics, and in terms of other factors, in the Chinese lexicon. 

I observe this, not in Chinese literature, and not in vernacular and other registers of talk, but 

rather, as a dialogue between the oral form of the language and its literary form.  
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To respond to the above question, and hence to pursue an investigation of the dialogue 

between the oral form of the language and the written form, below the level of the word, which 

has not been common practice, my research will be descriptive, and is mostly phonologically and 

historically analytical. In this, I include a chronological discussion of the language, and discuss 

current applications across various modes, in a multi-sited ethnography of the language. 

I thus structure the paper as follows: In the second section, which spans the majority of the 

paper I describe the history and application of the structure of the Chinese language variety that 

is generally known as Mandarin or Putonghwa. In the third section, I briefly discuss the 

methodical framework for the paper. In the fourth section, I discuss the data and the analysis of 

the data, be it a summary of work that I am currently undertaking throughout China and with 

Chinese communities elsewhere. In the fifth section, I move to conclude, by discussing my work, 

my findings, as well as future implications for my work and for that of others who will contribute 

to such a significant direction in sociolinguistics and anthropological research. 

I have sought to develop this work, as the Chinese language is a globally dominant language, 

and hence a thorough analysis of the language is necessary, yet, surprisingly, still largely not 

attempted, at this level of (sub) lexical phonemic analysis. Such a study will contribute to the 

understanding of the language, its history, and its current use in a variety of sectors and modes, 

not least of which is the online mode. 

Describing the Chinese Language History 

Wang Li (2006, p. 172) has labelled the first stage of Chinese language studies, that is, until the 

Chinese Han dynasty (202 BCE– 220 CE), as ‘the Period Mainly on Exegesis.’ Wang insists that 

the work on the Chinese language, at that time, was not directed at a sub-lexical analysis, insisting 

that the scholars of Han dynasty could not analyze the syllable at the phonemic level. Such a lack 

of intention or interest culminated in a similar attitude throughout China’s history, and until the 

present time. Here, the intention to not analyze the Chinese language at the sub lexical level, has 

possibly influenced the production of a void. Malmqvist (1994) commented on this, suggesting 

that that a lack of interest by Chinese linguists in systematic research historically, and hence a 

lowered interest to investigate the sub structure of lexes and their pragmatics, was somewhat 

consequent to the dialogue between the spoken and the written forms of the language, where, 

the written form does not allude to the functions of the language at the sub lexical level. Here, 

Malmqvist (1994, p. 2) commented as follows: 

The lack of interest on the part of traditional Chinese linguists in systematic research 

into the internal structure of words and the functions of words in the sentence is no 

doubt conditioned by the logographic nature of the script which gives no clue to the 

internal analysis of the word. 
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I suggest that the design features of sinographs as logographs would have influenced later work 

and thus a real analysis at the sub syllabic (or sub lexical) level. Yet, it follows that the use of an 

alphabet system with which to record, transcribe, and write the Chinese spoken language would 

then render any analysis of its syllabic structure a prerequisite for both its use and  for the 

consequent understanding of the language in both spoken and written form. Robins (2001) notes 

that such an alphabetized system has segmented phonemes in other languages, such as in the 

Southern European languages. This process emanated from either an intention or a non-

intention to analyze the language at this sub level. Here, Robins (2001, p. 17) observes that 

the devising of an alphabet for the segmental phonemes of Greek depended on an 

unconscious phonemic analysis of the language (or of its individual dialects). 

In its long history of several millennia and until the present time, China has had extensive 

cultural, linguistic, political, and economic exchange with its neighboring regions and cultural 

groups, and with those more distant, albeit globally, such as with European countries, Australia, 

Africa, and North and South America. As such, the Chinese language has received influence in a 

highly reflexive manner, from Chinese and other populations in all of these regions. This 

influence influenced Chinese language studies, and is reflected in current patterns of analysis. As 

such, the domain of Chinese language studies has been accelerated by two main impetuses of 

foreign linguistic extraction. The first of these two impetuses is from India, and hence 

accompanied by the flow of Buddhism, its spiritual practices, its social practices, and its political 

intentions. The second of these two impetuses has been from modern Europe. This influence 

largely accompanied the arrival of Christianity and its political, social, economic, and cultural, as 

well as its linguistic influence to China. Such processes of cultural exchange, with the region of 

India, following the spread of Buddhism and the Sanskrit alphabet, and also the processes of 

cultural exchange with the European region and hence the arrival of Christian missionaries and 

populations from the region, together with input from its diverse set of European languages and 

alphabets, have afforded Chinese scholars several analytical ideas. One such idea is the division 

of the lexical syllable into multiple parts, that is, to divide the word into two, three, or more parts. 

Another idea is the division of the lexical unit of sinographs, both written and spoken, into any 

of several sound notation schemes. As such, this system has been devised and expanded on in 

the study of sinograph linguistics. These methods of recognizing and analyzing sinograph sound 

notation of demonstrate the fact that progress in the analysis of the Chinese syllable is necessary, 

and more so, is a natural consequence for understanding the language, both in spoken and in 

written forms. More to this, this contribution to the field has not yet adequately been developed, 

as I have explained above, and this hence requires much work at the present time.  
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Despite the lack of phonemic analysis of the Chinese language, analysis has begun, and there 

have been gradual but nevertheless concerted efforts to expand this field. Throughout, the 

process of Chinese phonemic analysis has generally undergone four phases, which I will describe 

separately. I label each of these four stages as a device, the four of which are the direct sound 

notation (in Sinographs as ‘直音’), the fan-qie method in philology, the national sound notation 

alphabet, and finally, the Chinese Roman letters and the Chinese phonemic alphabet scheme. 

Methodical Framework 

For this paper, I have selected a descriptive and historical methodical framework, to discuss the 

Chinese language data at the (sub) lexical phonemic level. The discussion includes a brief on the 

historical work on the language, and the consequent limitations and points that need addressing 

in the work until the present. The model also considers the substituents of the analysis, and how 

they will be addressed. In the discussion section, I will discuss the four parts, that is, the direct 

sound notation (in Sinographs as ‘直音’), the fan-qie method in philology, the national sound 

notation alphabet, and finally, the Chinese Roman letters and the Chinese phonemic alphabet 

scheme. I have selected these following my long term, or should I note, life long, affiliation with, 

and ethnography of, the Chinese language and sinograph texts. 

Through a study of sinograph texts at the sub lexical level, I locate not only patterns that have 

been developed by researchers, linguists, and sinographists in the past, but also, structures that 

may shed new light on the linguistic anthropologies of the Chinese language, both in spoken and 

in written form. In addition to this, I am well aware of the fact that, by exploring the sub lexical 

phonetics and other structures of Chinese characters, and by rendering these findings available 

to both scholars and those outside of scholarship, I may provide new language scapes in relation 

to the Chinese world, a provision which would possibly influence aspects of larger society, for 

example, the linguistic landscapes of urban centres and elsewhere, a phenomenon which is 

common in many countries. As such, I explore the identity of the Sinograph world through a 

different perspective, and hence the ways in which these characters are constructed. 

The analysis naturally then employs a structural framework. The dimensions that I attend to 

through such a structural approach include the phonetic, the sub phonetic, the prosodic, the 

lexical, and sub lexical, while at times I discuss other factors, though as complementary to the 

main items of focus. During the analysis, I respond to one main specific question, that is, how can 

the structures of (sub) lexical sinographs be further analyzed? Yet, to respond to this, I attend to 

other pertinent issues, such as the historicity of the analysis of sinographs, the current need and 

appropriation of sinographs, and the dynamics which mediate the use and analysis of these 

sonographs. 
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The discussion and analysis are largely descriptive, a pathway which I have methodologically 

intended for various reasons. One such reason is the explorative requirements of the paper. Much 

work is required in the exploration of sinographs at the sub lexical level, and this would thus 

require a dialogue and syllogism, in part. Another motive for such a descriptive approach is the 

fact that, the many intricacies of the Chinese language can most effectively be conveyed through 

a fleshing out of research and talk on structure, and as such, a descriptive approach would best 

assist this purpose. One final motive, for now, for appropriating such a descriptive methodical 

framework is the fact that information pertaining to the elements of the language at this level 

can largely only occur through description, where, for example, a quantitative approach is 

insufficient, for the time being. 

Discussion 

The Direct Sound Notation (in Sinographs such as ‘直音’) in Occasional Use  

In line with and continuing on from the discussion above, the effective designation of the 

pronunciation of sinographs would require work on the sound notification of these sinographs. 

Yet, occasionally, a few hard sinographs appear with reference to the method of direct sound 

notation method. This notation occurred at times when the sounds were published for a large 

population in an exploratory and standardizing way, and for example, in the first Chinese 

Dictionary of Shuo-Wen Jie-Zi. The direct sound notation method purports to demonstrate the 

pronunciation of a sinograph by including a homophone, or by including a proximate duringthe 

absence of a homophone. One such example is the character ‘荥,’ and its homophone ‘形’ (pinyin, 

‘xing’) (Putonghwa, shape). The pronunciation of 荥 has been presented and has developed in 

two different ways: The first of these two ways is in pinyin, that is, in accordance with the Chinese 

phonemic alphabet scheme. The second of these two ways is in accordance with the direct sound 

notation method, and hence with its homophone written as 形. These characters expose the 

pronunciation of 荥 as ‘xíng’ when applying the Chinese phonemic alphabet. However, its 

pronunciation also appears through its homophone, 形 (pinyin, ‘xíng’), assuming that the reader 

is aware of the sound in the pinyin form and when spoken). The direct sound notation method is 

quite direct and convenient for speakers familiar with the homophone counterparts of these 

words or characters. Such a system is still observable in large publications in the form of 

dictionaries at the present time. One specific example is the dictionary publication, Sea of 

Words.2 

However, one hindrance or even a pitfall to using the method of direct sound notation when 

deciphering the phonetic characters of sinograph words is the fact that the homophone may be 

obscured may not be available. Furthermore, at times when the homophone sinograph is rarely 

implied, the form may not be available and known. At times when a homophone does not exist, 

another approach may be possible, and in which the approximate pronunciation is constructed 
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with the patterns of ‘du-ruo’ or ‘du-ru,’ which denotatively becomes ‘sound like’ or ‘phonetically 

similar to.’ As a result, such direct sound notation finds an alternative label in the du-ruo or the 

du-ru method, both of which can be and frequently are used interchangeably. Occasionally, some 

modifications of the homophone also appear, and hencce at times when the tone differs 

significantly to the annotated tone of its counterpart or complement. An example to this is the 

sinograph ‘琛 ,’ which may be better pronounced as ‘沉 ’ in first tone, although this is also 

frequently read as ‘深’ (Wang Li, 1980, p. 411). 

School teaching largely began during the Zhou dynasty. The Zhou dynasty (Putonghwa, 周) 

(pinyin, Zhōu) spanned from 1046 B.C.E. to 256 B.C.E., and immediately succeeded the previous 

Shang dynasty. As such, the Zhou dynasty spanned almost eight centuries, as the longest running 

dynastic regime in the history of the Chinese territory. However, at the time, records do not 

indicate an awareness of, or at least, attention paid to, the significance of the sound notation 

method for the sinographs, despite the fact that the pupils at the time studied sinographs 

formally, under the baoshi (pinyin, teacher). The normal procedure employed to obtain and 

develop competence in the pronunciation of a sinograph was to follow and emulate the 

pronunciation of the baoshi, who would inculcate this pronunciation, as would the students, until 

a particular level of skill in the pronunciation was attained by the students. As would be quite 

evident, such a method of inculcation by both the teacher and the student would have been, at 

the time, the most if not only effective way to transfer such knowledge, largely owing to the fact 

that technologies were absent, and that teaching methodologies were antiquated. 

Yet this model of teaching and learning was still practiced and expected in many regions 

within and throughout China prior to the emergence of the Chinease phonemic alphabet scheme, 

a scheme which was officially issued in 1958. As Arthur Henderson Smith (2012, p. 61) observes 

in his work, ‘Village Life in China’, at times when the pupils at young ages, and possibly seven or 

eight years old, were seated in a classroom for the first time, they did not know or could not know 

any Chinese characters, that is, they could not know either the pronunciation of these characters 

nor their meanings, and as such, were logically not in a position to recognize these characters in 

any form. As a teaching methodology at the time, the baoshi would begin by requiring the 

students to follow the teacher’s reading of each individual lexical item, that is, one word at a time, 

and only when the student had read and become fully familiar with that one word, would the 

teacher then progress to reading the next word, which the student would also read, and so on, 

until the whole passage was read and repeated by both baoshi and student. Such a method of 

repetition would continue until such a time as when the students would at least in part master 

the pronunciation of the sinographs, and would commit these to memory, and more so, would 

habituative these cognitively and orally. Through this inculcatory teaching, students could to 

correlate the pronunciation of the word with the sinograph. Furthermore, the pronunciation 

espoused and deployed by the teacher would thus constitute the standard pronunciation for the 

students, as the micro standard for the community. In the absence of other teachers and 
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standards, and with no performance nor technology to supersede the efforts of the main teacher, 

this pathway would ground the pronunciation of the language within the community. 

Pedagogical texts which were made available at the time of the Han dynasty are still in 

existence. These books list an excessive and possibly an exhaustive number of sinographs in a 

rhyming manner; for example, the ‘Ji-jiu Zhang.’ However, such a system was not able to indicate 

the sound of the character, and the learning of such a system was predicated fully on the 

emulation of the teacher by the student. Only at around 100 C.E. or so, during the Han dynasty, 

did specific sound notation practices appear in books such as in the dictionary ‘Shuo-Wen Jie-Zi.’ 

The oldest extant dictionary of Chinese sinographs, ‘Shuo-Wen Jie-Zi,’ which was compiled in 

approximately 100 C.E., while revolutionizing the method of learning pronunciation, and hence 

providing an effective visible way with which to develop competence in this pronunciation of 

these sinographs, was insufficient in several ways. The method did not provide the pronunciation 

for each individual sinograph, but rather, only occasionally notated the sound or the approximate 

pronunciation with a homophone or with a proximate for difficult or rarely used sinographs. The 

text contains a total number of 9353 sinographs, and annotates only approximately six hundred 

sinographs with a homophone (Lu Zong-da 2015, p. 37). It is highly probably that the compiler 

of the text did assume that the pronunciation or elocution of most of the included sinographs 

were familiar to speakers within general society at the time. Examples in the Shuo-Wen Jie-Zi 

with sound notation using the du-ruo method include the following: 

元，始也。从一从兀。 (Pinyin, yuan) (Putonghua, begin).  

Example 1 

Example 1 is composed of the radicals 一 and 兀. As Yuan (元) is a common word, there is no 

indication of its pronunciation. For ‘兀’ (wu), the explanation is, 兀，高而上平也。从一在人上

，读若夐。茂陵有兀桑里. Here, ‘wu,’ suggests ‘high with a flat top.’ This construction is 

formed with one stroke at the top of a man, the sound of which emulates ‘xiong.’ The character 

wusangli in Maoling contains the sinograph 兀 . Here, the pronunciation is indicated as 

‘sounding like Xiong,’ for 兀 (wu) is not a common word in the language, despite the fact that it 

is simpler in form. 

This method is beneficial in several ways, including that it directly passes on the 

pronunciation of the sinograph character. However, the pronunciation of each of these 

characters does vary, while the accuracy of the delivery of the pronunciation drops with this 

method. The existence of a respective homophone is certainly a benefit to learning. However, 

at times when homophones which equate to the sinograph character are absent, the reader 

cum speaker approximates the pronunciation to announce the word in as accurate a way as 
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possible, yet with the knowledge that this may be inaccurate. An attempt to accurately notate 

the sound of a homophone would fail in the absence of a clear homophone. Even at times when 

the homophone does exist, this may be much more difficult to appropriate than the word to be 

annotated. For instance, the character ‘聿’ should be pronounced as ‘鬱,’ yet many read this 

sinograph character as ‘律.’ Here, the speaker sees the homophone through which to recognize 

the sound notation as a more difficult and more complex sinograph than the annotated 

sinograph target, and as such, the method would thus impede the development and learning of 

the pronunciation of the sinograph. 

The geographical size of China, and consequently the versatility and diversity of the dialects 

throughout China, have resulted in a diverse set of language varieties, at the lexical, syntactic, 

and phonological levels. Within this phonological diversity, populations from respective 

regions read and appropriate the same sinograph in their own respective local accent. 

However, regions do commonly assign the one sinograph the same semantic properties, and as 

such, relegate the phonetics of the sinograph to a position lower than its semantic properties, 

that is, they do not assign the pronunciation of the sinograph serious consideration. 

Other factors also arise with the use of the direct sound notation method, that may render 

the method inappropriate for use. The method may generate certain miscomprehensions and 

hence misunderstandings, owing to the inaccuracy of the human production of the sound. In 方

言 (pinyin, Fāngyán, Putonghwa, a Regional Variety of Chinese) by Yang Xiong in the Han 

dynasty, one item reads “蝇， 东齐谓之羊” (Ying, also yang in the East Qi Kingdom).” Here, the 

annotator of Fangyan, Guo Pu, of the Jin dynasty, noted that yang is a dialectal variant of ying, 

and if written in 羊 (Putonghwa, yang) as a sound notation, one would consequently become 

confused, as the annotation would denotatively read as, “Flies, they are called sheep in the 

eastern part of the Qi kingdom.” That confusion would emanate from the sound notation of the 

character 羊, as there is possibly no other way to show the exact sound of the dialectal variant. 

Pu Zhi-zhen (2013, p. 103) points out that many sinographs in Fangyan were only deployed as 

sound notation characters. Wang Li (2006, p. 24) also comments that a phonemic alphabet did 

not exist at the time, and hence, students could only learn the characters in this way at the time. 

This means of sound notation is limited, as the sinograph cannot produce and contain the 

subtleties, intricacies, and delicate differences of regional variants, more so owing to the fact 

that China has such a large and diverse number of language varieties and cultures. 

Significant also becomes the fact that, during this period, prior to the Han dynasty, language 

and its study and use of phonetics did not recognize nor make use of segmentation below the 

word syllabic level. Chinese people at the time conceived the word syllable as one whole 

entirety, one whole entity, and hence, atomic.  
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The Fan-qie Method in Philology  

The fan-qie method constitutes a device with which to specifically demonstrate the 

pronunciation of a sinograph with two supportive sinographs, also present. I present this in 

Example 2 below: 

东，德红切 (Pinyin, Dōng, Dé hóng) (Putonghua, East, De Red).  

Example 2 

For this example, I label 东 (Dōng) as A, 德 (Dé) as B1, and 红 (hóng) as B2. A and B1 both contain 

the same initial consonant, where A and B2 both rhyme and hence exhibit reduplication. This 

device employs the first sinograph (B1) and the second sinograph (B2) to represent the 

consonant and the rhyme part of A (东) respectively. The placement of two sinographs in an 

adjacent way indicates the compounding of consonant and rhyme in one syllable. The device of 

sound notation aims to split the word syllable into two parts: A consonant part and a rhyme part. 

This method of sound notation thus contributed to progress in Chinese phonemic analysis, in 

that it cut the syllable into two parts. Yet, the invention of this method was largely owing to the 

influence of the Sanskrit language, and not an evolution devised from within.  

With the spread of Buddhism in China towards the end of West Han dynasty, the Buddhists 

began to encounter the Sanskrit language and its writing, and were then followed by scholars 

who expressed an intimate relationship with the Buddhists, or scholars who were translating 

Buddhist sutras into Chinese. A readily apparent difference between Chinese and Sanskrit is in 

the writing scripts, that is, one is logography, each unit of which corresponds to the word or 

morpheme, and the other comprises the siddham (and the devanagarī), an alphabet letter each 

corresponding to individual respective sounds within the larger syllable. In comparison to 

approximately 5,000 or so individual characters in the Chinese script, which were complex and 

hence difficult to master, the Sanskrit writing system consists of only 14 vowels and 34 

consonants as letters, and such, by combining these, Sanskrit was easily recorded. The Sanskrit 

alphabet includes a small number of letters, and as such, its permutations can generate an infinite 

number of words. 

The characteristics of the Brahmi’s letters impressed the Chinese to the point where it was 

emphasized repeatedly in literary works and in discussions throughout China. As such, the letter 

system was labelled the “mother of words.” The learners of Sanskrit in China accepted the 

introduction of the mechanism of the Siddham alphabet into Chinese whole heartedly, and, 

inspired by the Sanskrit spelling technique, through which the writer compounds a consonant 

and a vowel to structure a syllable, Chinese scholars were now in a position to employ the fan-

qie method to transcribe the pronunciation of a sinograph. One common myth suggests that Sun 
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Yan was the first to introduce fan-qie into Chinese, yet the device was very possibly in use long 

before Sun Yan, or by other scholars at the time, at any rate.  

Though the fan-qie method can articulate the pronunciation of a sinograph more accurately 

than the direct sound notation method, the fan-qie method is also inaccurate and is not readily 

accepted by the majority of the Chinese population, save for a small group of literati. 

Furthermore, as a language variety can change over time, this method does not describe new 

forms of the sinograph, particularly as language change is common, and rapid in cases. From a 

diachronic point of view, scholars of respective eras would each employ their own respective set 

of sinographs to represent the consonants and other rhyming parts. By readjusting their fan-qie 

method, the scholars of the later period, who would be conforming to the fan-qie of the 

sinographs of the earlier period, would encounter problems in comprehension, owing to this 

diachronic sound change and to other shifts, such as regional and hence geographical sound 

variants. Strictly speaking, historical documents evidence the phonetic inconsistency of 

sinographs across periods. 

In addition to the above, the mismatch in syllabic structures between the Chinese language 

and the Sanskrit language was problematic. Many examples in the Chinese language evidence the 

use of more than two vowels. A preceding consonant is quite commonly followed by a medial 

vowel, and this occurs prior to the central vowel. Furthermore, cases of consonants appearing at 

the coda of syllables also appear, hence producing a closed syllable. While a consonant 

occasionally appears at the coda of the syllable, as in the syllable ‘vid,’ the normal Sanskrit 

syllable would take the form CVCV. Despite the fact that some mismatches for the syllabic 

structures of the two languages do arise, Chinese scholars have chosen to divide the Chinese 

word syllable into two parts, and more so in a rigid manner. The first part, which is more often 

than not termed as the sound (the initial consonant or the onset), is quite simple, only comprising 

one consonant, while the second part, which is often termed the rhyme, is much complex, some 

containing only one vowel (the nucleus), some contain one vowel and one consonant (the coda), 

and some contain two vowels and one consonant. This two-part-division of the Chinese syllable 

structure is significantly complex, and only appears in some scholarship. 

Tang Lan (2011, p. 13) describes the method of fan-qie as the most significant development 

in Chinese linguistics, and to which I agree. However, the method emulates the mechanism of 

Sanskrit spelling, and as such, agency for the development of this method must be assigned to 

the importers of Sanskrit linguistics. Owing to its difficulty in addressing sinographs, this method 

remained among a small circle of linguistic scholars, and was thus not pervasively received by 

the larger public. As such, it has not at any time exhibited practicality, and, to my knowledge, has 

not at any time appeared in general pedagogical frameworks. 

The invention of fan-qie was a tentative start to the phonemic analysis of the Chinese word 

syllable, which later saw a more delicate segmentation of the syllable, that is, a segmentation into 
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consonants, tones, and rhyme. Graded rhyme charts offered another scheme through which to 

display the whole range of possible syllables in the Chinese language. Following this progress, 

the language, its phonetic analysis, and its scholars, progressed in understanding the sound 

segmentation.  

The National Sound Notation Alphabet  

The national sound notation alphabet was issued in 1913 by the Ministry of Education, and 

intended to improve on the fan-qie method. In comparison with fan-qie, the national sound 

notation alphabet method does not consider sinographs, but rather, includes a set of characters 

which have significantly reduced strokes, yet which emerge from the sinographs. The most 

striking progress feature in this method is the distinction of the medial vowel sounds ㄧ/i/, ㄨ

/u/, ㄩ /ü/. Until the present, the Chinese syllable has been viewed as having a tri-part 

segmentation; the initial consonant, the medial vowel, the rhyme section. In what follows, I 

discuss the stages leading to the invention of the national sound notation alphabet. 

In using the fan-qie method, some scholars must become aware of subtle differences in the 

rhyme section when selecting the most appropriate pair of sinographs. However, these scholars 

possibly found it difficult to find a better scheme to articulate these differences. Only in the 

graded rhyme chart can we find differences in and across the rhyme sections, when 

distinguishing the four grades that designate these difference in the nucleus and the medial 

vowels. The chart purports to demonstrate all the possible syllables in the Chinese language, with 

the 36 consonants in columns, and the rhyme parts in rows. In the chart, every rhyme is 

distinguished further in any of four grades, according to its medial vowel and the openness of the 

nucleus. The use of the grades in the rhyme chart suggests a method for the delicate analysis of 

the rhyme in Chinese syllables. However, the chart still includes the pair of sinographs (the fan-

qie method) to represent the pronunciation of the syllable, as there is no alphabet which can 

indicate more clearly the analysis of individual phonemes. Here, the graded rhyme chart only 

presents a table of all Chinese syllables that are in the fan-qie method, and yet, there is no 

distinction of the medial vowel from the nucleus in written form. The scheme of the graded 

rhyme chart was influenced by the siddham chart of the Sanskrit language, where the 

terminology of the rhyme chart also emulated much from Sanskrit. For example, grades are 

named after relations among simple vowels, guṇa, and vṛddhi (Yu Min 1999, p. 277), while the 

grouping of consonants into the labial, dental, lingual, palatal, and guttural places of articulation 

also follows the practice of Sanskrit.  

In addition to the Sanskrit influence, Chinese historical phonology was also influenced by the 

Latin alphabet, introduced by the Jesus Christian Missionary at the onset of 17th century. The 

earliest extant Latin notation of Chinese sinographs was designed by Matteo Ricci. In a Christian 

Missionary pamphlet, ‘God’s Salvation,’ the Chinese text ‘天 (Tien) 主 (chu) 救 (kieu) 世 (xi) 
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appears; its pronunciation, using the Latin alphabet, was placed next to each sinograph, as the 

first recorded time when sinographs were placed next to Latin letters. Twenty years later, 

another missionary, Nicolas Trigault, published a revised version of Matteo Ricci’s design. The 

designs by these missionaries inspired other scholars, such as Fang Yi-zhi, Yang Xuan-qi, and Liu 

Xian-ting, who all expressed their excitement at the use of the Roman alphabet. Liu Xian-ting 

went so far as to design his new scheme of Chinese rhyme on the use of this framework, and 

which contained 22 consonants and 32 rhyming sections. However, Liu’s text and his new 

scheme were lost, and as a consequence, scholars have not been able to clearly understand Liu 

Xian-ting’s design. Unfortunately, with the cessation of communication between the Chinese 

government and the Catholic church in Rome in 1707, efforts to use Roman letters to annotate 

sinograph phonics also came to an end.  

At the second half of the 19th century, with unrest between European countries and the 

Chinese government, the idea of designing a convenient instrument with which to notate the 

pronunciation of the sinograph again gained momentum in the work of scholars acquainted with 

European languages. During the time, an increasing number of scholars came to realize that an 

understanding of the sinographs was difficult, where the learning of these sinographs was 

extremely time consuming. In order to facilitate the learning of sinographs, and hence, in order 

to acquire the pronunciation of the sinographs, a new scheme was needed. Despite the fact that 

in 1892, Lu Zhuang-zhang designed his scheme by including modified Roman letters, the scheme 

using Roman letters was not welcomed by the majority of Chinese people. In 1900 Wang Zhao 

designed his scheme using simple parts of sinographs, as a national form welcomed throughout 

a large part of China. Yet many phoneticians in the 1900s may have identified medial vowels, and 

the medial vowel was commonly assimilated into the preceding consonant, or was merged into 

the following nucleus. Wang Zhao then suggested a two part system and assimilated the medial 

vowel into the preceding consonant, as one character. Following this, in 1913, the Ministry of 

Education adopted the national sound notation alphabet as the standard format, which clearly 

distinguished the medial vowel in separate characters, thus advancing the analysis of the Chinese 

syllable structure. 

The form style of the national sound notation alphabet aligned with the Chinese sinograph 

tradition, where all of the characters are reduced from sinographs. The design of these characters 

was influenced by work from Japan in both idea and content. In 1898, Wang Zhao went into exile 

in Japan, and found the rapid growth of Japan and its common literacy engaging. As such, he 

adopted the Japanese system to design a simple instrument with which to annotate the 

pronunciation of the sinograph. The Japanese alphabet, kana, which in part borrows standard 

sinographs and combines these with cursive Japanese characters, further motivated Wang Zhao 

to develop a national form from sinographs. Consequently, the national sound notation alphabet 

in 1913 significantly improved on Wang Zhao’s earlier scheme.  
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Chinese Roman Letters and the Chinese Phonemic Alphabet Scheme 

The segmentation of the sounds of the Chinese syllable in the national sound notation alphabet 

was still not quite complete. There were still unarticulated sound chunks, and for example, those 

such as ㄢ  (an), ㄣ  (en), ㄤ  (ang), and ㄥ  (eng). There were also characters designating 

diphthongs, such as ㄞ (ai), ㄟ (ei), ㄠ (ao), and ㄡ (ou). These sound chunks emanated from the 

rhyming tradition. The majority of the general public became quite accustomed to the sinograph, 

and also to the system of one sinograph corresponding to ‘one sound’ (one syllable). In daily 

discourse, speakers cared little about sub-syllabic subtleties, and rather, tended to regard each 

one syllable as equal to ‘one sound.’ 

In 1926, Liu Fu, Zhao Yuan-ren, Li Jin-xi, Qian Xuan-tong, Wang Yi, and Lin Yu-tang et al. 

proposed a program using Roman letters to notate the Chinese word syllable and the Chinese 

language as a whole (Li Jin-xi 2011, p. 198). This system, generally known as Chinese Roman 

letters, comprised a four-part division scheme, using an individual letter for each phoneme. The 

system functions on the separation of the nucleus and the coda in the rhyme part, with a four-

part segmentation of the Chinese word syllable. As such, the general public found this scheme 

much more accurate in its phonemic notation, but was still not able to avoid some inaccuracies 

and found the learning of so much content quite tedious. However, the scheme was implemented 

by the Ministry of Education in 1928, but was met with resistance in pedagogical sectors.  

At the time, scholars in far east Russia were implementing a simpler design to educate 

illiterate Chinese workers, which they later introduced into Northern China, commonly known 

as the north Latin design. Following the foundation of People’s Republic of China, various 

scholars with a diverse set of designs of sound notation gathered to design a more suitable and 

facile method, resulting in the scheme of the Chinese phonemic alphabet, which was officially 

issued in 1958 by the then new government. The new scheme retained the four-part division of 

the Chinese syllable, yet considered and addressed issues existing in Chinese Roman letters and 

the North Latin design. 

Conclusion 

Though the Chinese phonemic alphabet scheme allows for the analysis of the Chinese word 

syllable, and for the separation of this word syllable into phonemes, its phonetic sensitivity still 

lacks precision. The discussion in this paper is mostly directed towards scholars of linguistics, 

and not so much for a general public that has little to no concern for scholarship. The phonemic 

segmentation of the Chinese language syllable, below the level of the word, did not significantly 

improved in its pedagogical intentions, until very recently. Similarly, in the teaching of the 

Chinese phonemic alphabet, traditional methods are still employed; here, the rhyme is taught 

and learned in chunks, which included the nucleus and the coda, and for example, an, en, in, un, 

ün, ang, eng, ing. This process occurs without compounding individual phonemes, and these 
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chunks each signifies a particular sounds, for example, zhi, chi, shi, ri, zi, ci, and si.  
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Endnotes 

1In ancient Greece, word is also the smallest unit of grammatical analysis. Priscian defines the word as the 
minimal unit of sentence structure. “Priscian’s grammatical model is word and paradigm, and he 
expressly denied any linguistic significance to divisions, in what would now be called morphemic 
analysis, below the word.” (Robins, 2001: 70) 

2 Other examples like, “荦，luò 络”; “栻，shì 式”; “郴，chēn 嗔”; “勖，xù 序” in Sea of Words.   


